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Roman Koropeckyj

Desire and Procreation in the Ukrainian Tales

of Hryhorii Kvitka-Osnov'ianenko

Abstract: Recently, Hryhorii Kvitka-Osnov'ianenko has come under crit
feminists for originating female characters whose repression of sexuality

to the perpetuation of a "patriarchal discourse" constitutive of Ukraina

The problem with this take is that it ignores the fact that it is anxiety abo

as such, including its essential "patriarchal" correlate procreation, th
Kvitka's Ukrainian stories. The consequences of this anxiety - namely
series of childless heroes and heroines, whose erotic desires are effectively
foreclosed - is to undermine the conservative patriarchal order that is at the heart of

Kvitka's overt ideology. As in Gogol, what remains is a vision of an occluded,
doomed society.

Its shortcomings notwithstanding, Simon Karlinsky's ground-breaking 1976
study of Nikolai Gogol argues forcefully, and in my view convincingly, that an

understanding of the writer's work is at the very least incomplete without a

consideration of the complex, and complexée, nature of the sexuality it

projects.1 I would contend that the same is true of Hryhorii KvitkaOsnov'ianenko, whose work in this respect is no less complex, and thus
potentially no less exegetically productive, than that of his Little Russian
contemporary.

There are, in fact, some rather salient analogies between, on the one hand,
Kvitka, whose attempt to exploit Ukrainian themes as an entrée into imperial
Russian literary culture was only moderately successful, but whose Ukrainian
tales gave birth to modern Ukrainian prose; and, on the other, Gogol, a writer
who managed to parlay his Ukrainian origins into a literary career that ultimately
elevated him to the status of, arguably, the father of modern Russian prose. Both

Kvitka and Gogol came from the provincial Ukrainian gentry, a fact that
conditioned, mutatis mutandis, their perceptions of and attitudes as much to the

Ukrainian common folk as to imperial Russia and Russians; both shared a
fascination with theater that was critical to their literary no less than personal
development, and which at times functions as something of a metaphor for the
latter; both were involved in one way or another with institutions concerned with

the education of young ladies; both felt driven to publicly lecture their
countrymen - in the case of Gogol, the imperial gentry, in the case of Kvitka,

the Ukrainian peasantry - from positions that were similarly informed by
1 Simon Karlinsky, The Sexual Labyrinth of Nikolai Gogol (Chicago: University
of Chicago Press, 1992).
Canadian Slavonic Papers/Revue canadienne des slavistes
Vol. XLIV, Nos. 3-4, September-December 2002
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(Kyiv: Naukova Dumka, 1981) 165.
volume and page number.
3 Tamara Hundorova, "Pohliad na 'Marusiu, Slovo ι chas 1991, no. o:lö, iö;
Solomiia Pavlychko, Dyskurs modernizmu ν ukraïns'kii literaturi (Kyiv: Lybid1,
1997) 32, 79.
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to Pletnev [8 February 1839] Kvitka claims to be "depicting from nature,
without any adornment or colouring" [ZT 7:214]), his "Little Russian tales"

represent a way of life that, on the surface, is conservative, pious, and
uncompromisingly patriarchal, where young women are supposed to be modest
and virtuous, treasuring their virginity for their future husbands. But this is
rather the ideological quilt for Kvitka's vision of Ukraine, a kind of ideal moral
standard that frames a represented world which, as befits its creator's cautionary
intentions, more often than not fails to live up to it. What is surprising, then, is

that upon closer inspection there is no place in this unabashedly traditionalist
(patriarchal) program for something as fundamentally inherent to it as the natural
production of children.4

Paradigmatic in this regard is the story "Bozhi dity" (God's Children),5
which opens with a curiously ambiguous paean to children:
5hc TaKH ne jik)6hth aítohok, chx ληγοληκιβ (xwkhx! [...JHhca TaKHH hojiobík Ha
cbítí, mo6 ne jiioóhb λπόηοκ? Ihiiihh xoh i ne JiioÓHTb 3 hhmh necTOBaTHCb, i ne
3yMÎe ïx npHrojïyÔHTH, Ta yce-maxu JiioÓHTb ïx bui cepua [...] (ZT 3:348; my italics)
How, after all, can one not like children, those little angels of god! [...] Is there such
a man in this world who would not like children? Another, although he may not like
to indulge them and does not know how to caress them, nevertheless likes them with
all his heart [...].

In this almost textbook instance of the Lacanian dit-que-non evasive negations

in effect articulate a conflict between a reluctant subject and the normative

expectations of his collective, leaving little doubt as to the narrator's
identification with that "other man." The protagonists of this story - but also
those in Kvitka's other Ukrainian stories, "Marusia" most prominently among
them - play out this conflict in a number of ways.

4 From a biographical perspective, it is interesting to note that Kvitka married at
the age of forty-two, which even for his times was late. As his correspondence with P.

O. Pletnev makes abundantly clear, his wife, Anna Hryhorivna née Vul'f, who had
been a matron at the Kharkiv Institute for Girls of the Nobility that Kvitka founded,
was rather a helpmate, focused almost exclusively on her husband's career. As far as I

can determine, the Osnov'ianenkos did not have any children. Cf. O. I. Honchar,

Kvitka-Osnov'ianenko. Seminarii. 2d ed. (Kviv: "Vvshcha Shkola." 1978) 113.

5 Or should it be "chillun"? One cannot help drawing an analogy here between
Kvitka's depictions of Ukrainian peasants and depictions of African Americans in
nineteenth-century American fiction. On some parallels, see my and Robert
Romanchuk's "Ukraine in Blackface: Performance and Representation in Gogol" s
Dikan'ka," forthcoming in Slavic Review.
6 See Jacques Lacan, Écrits: A Selection, trans. Alan Sheridan (New York: Norton,
1977) 298-99. Cf. Bruce Fink, The Lacanian Subject: Between Language and
Jouissance (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1997) 38-41.
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"Marusia" borrows its narrative structure.

8 Although this article focuses on Kvitka's Ukrainian stories, it is important to

note that anxious ambivalence toward sex and procreation can be found in his Russian
works as well. In Pan Khaliavskii, for example, although children do appear, they do

so almost as an afterthought, their "birth," moreover, verging on the

"miraculous" - they simply appear out of nowhere, and in absurdly large number, to

boot: "A TVT, hu omctoda, nu ommyda, ΛβτΗ KpyroM ocbinaJiH. Com He 3Hato, onvcyda

OHU ynce âpaAucbl Ha cBoóofle KaK-το cocHHTaji HajiHHHbix, wok yxcac'

MnpoHyujKa, EropyuiKa, (DoMyuiKa, TpocJwMyuiKa, ria3HHbKa, HacTeHbKa,
Map<J)yiiJKa η OeHiouiKa - Hy, npomy ποκορΗο! Be/ib nocTaBHJia ace Ha cBoeM
AHHCbfl MeaHOBHa HaMepeHHe, nojioaceHHoe eme pp 3aMyacecTBa ee η λ He
nepecnopHJi ee" (ZT 4:193; my italics), (And here, out of nowhere, it began raining

children. I myself don't know where they came from. When there was some free time,
I somehow managed to count up all those present, frightful! Mironushka, Egorushka,

Fomushka, Trofimushka, Pazin'ka, Nasten'ka, Marfushka, and Feniushka- now

please! Anis'ia Ivanovna had already put her foot down before her wedding and I could
not dissuade her).
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"O.K., so I get married, become a farmer, make a living [...]. I'll live in clover! But
that's the way everyone lives who only thinks to live in order not to die of hunger.
That's not the way it is, papa! To him to whom merciful God opened up the world
through letters and through a good mind, it behooves to live in this world in such a
way that he do some good for others [...]. Oh, papa! How I want to do something that
would benefit a poor person or even our village, and I'm ready to lay down my life in
order to do something good. [...] It is for this reason that I don't want to get married
[...]. Of course there are girls [...]; all I need to do is wag my finger and dozens will
come running after me [...]. The heck with them! Let them look for what they want,

and I'll wait for what I want."

Like the crestfallen Vasyl· in "Marusia," who voluntarily kills any procreative
urges he still may have after the heroine's death by sublimating his desires - and

ultimately ending his own physical existence - in a monastic habit, Kost1
sublimates (biological) love of woman through love for fellow human. In turn,
the dynamic of the story's plot dictates that his, the hero's, "selfless" decision to
take the place of a poor draftee with wife and children is to be understood as itself

an act of sublimation that effectively detrudes the institution of marriage. To be

sure, Kost1 does in the end get married, but, I would argue, only as a
conventional afterthought for the sake of a happy ending. After all, he refused to
bid adieu to the woman who loves him when he was about to set off for the

service, "grimacing," in fact, at the very thought (ibid., 370); and when he does
get married, it is as a veteran of the Napoleonic wars whose left arm, for good
measure, has been amputated. And while there is a lengthy, folkloric description
of his wedding, in the little paradise that emerges at the end of the story, with its

land and workers and old Zakharii, now registered as a merchant, living together

with Kost' "in joy and in happiness" (ibid., 375), there is no mention of that
ostensibly greatest of all joys, grandchildren. In Kvitka's Ukrainian Eden there is
simply no place for them.

Kost" s abnegation of his sexual self at least finds him among the living at
the end of his story. Halochka ("Shchyra liubov") becomes, like both Vasyl' and

Marusia, a victim of Kvitka's relentless suppression of erotic desire. Indeed,

"True Love" reads as something of a manifesto and an involuntary but
transparent confession. It begins, of course, with its programmatic
reconfiguration - or rather, as we have already seen in such circumstances negation of the cliché that gives the story its title:
mo το e jik)6ob? BaraTO προ Heï nHiiiyTb y KHRHtKax, i po3Ka3yioTb, Ta oaHHTbca
Mem, mo yce mocb He τηακ. (ΖΤ 3:302; my italics)

What is this thing called love? Much is written about it in books, and it's talked
about a lot, but it seems to me that it's all somehow wrong.
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Α λκ TaKa jho6ob Ta HapoAHTbca Meac napyÔKOM i aíbkok) i BO3bMyTbca bohh
mok C060K), TaK οτ 6jiaroAaTb γοοποαηλ! [...]
Kojih at, nojiioOHBUJHCb mok co6oK), napeHb 3 aíbkok) Ta 6anaTb, mo ïm 3obcîm
He MoacHa noópaTHCb, a xoh noóepyTbca, TaK Apyre nepe3 Hboro 6yAe CTpa^KAaTH
[...] TaK BÍH JiyMMe [...] 3aftAe AajieKo bía Apyroro, mo6 προ Hboro fi He hvth, aÔH 6
Horo ApyroBi He 6yjio JiHxa, a6H 6 bía Hboro BÍABepHyTH 6ÍAy...

Bh Bxce, 3Haio, CKa^KeTe: 4TaK, FpnubKy, ce Meat HOJioBiKaMH TaK TaK, a Me^c
napHeM i aíbkok) 3obcím He TaK. Im aÓH 6 TÍJibKH yKyni >khth [...]." (Ibid., 303-4)
True love does not look too closely whether eyes are hazel or black, whether the nose
is aquiline, whether the neck is white, whether the braid is long: those things are of
no concern to it. It often happens that two people, not having looked one another
over very much, not having uttered a word between themselves, unaware of who they
are or whence, that they already know each other [...], they look at each other, they
pine for each other, and if they both could, they would throw themselves into each

other's arms [...]. This then is true love, be it among us men, be it among

womankind. [...] And when such a love is born between a young man and a young
woman, and they take to each other, this is a blessing from the Lord! [...] When,
having fallen in love, the young man and young woman see that it's impossible for
them to marry, or even if they do get married, one will suffer on account of the other

[...], the former will rather [...] go far away from the other so as not to hear about
him, so that no harm would come to his friend, so as to turn misfortune away from
him.... I know you'll say: "True, Hryts', that's the way it is between men, but between

a young man and young woman it's not at all like this. All they want is to live
together [...]."

In reply, what Kvitka proceeds to demonstrate in the "exemplum" of "Shchyra
liubov" is nothing less than an implicit equation of a male-female relationship
with a relationship between two males9 or, at best, between two neuters.

9 Noteworthy in this regard for its "slippage" is the description of the narratorhero's courting mission in Pan Khaliavskii. In his ultimately unsuccessful ventures
from one marriage candidate to the next, the narrator happens upon a landowner t4y
KOToporo no criHCKaM 3HanHJiacb eAHHopoAHaa AOHb ΕβΦημηλ" (who, according to

the records, had an only daughter by the name of Evfimiia). This Evfimiia turns out to

be his only son Efim (ΖΓ4:125).
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Like Kost' in "Bozhi dity," Halochka sublimates her refusal of the erotic b
an appeal to some "higher" virtue, in this case, an ostensibly sagacious grasp

the potential complications inherent in a mésalliance with Semen Ivanovy

She opts for displacement, marrying someone from her own caste, a good m

(Mykola), but one whom she does not truly love. It goes without saying t
this concatenation of sublimation and displacement precludes any possibility

procreation, even, or particularly with, Mykola, since it would necessar
reintroduce the erotic. And here Kvitka takes his exemplum to its logic

conclusion: de-eroticized, de-gendered, and hence condemned by her creator t

barrenness, Halochka's traditional role in the patriarchal society - which she,

ironically enough, attempts to conserve - becomes in effect superfluous, her
physical death being just a concretized metaphor for her condition as an unwoman.

It is, in fact, precisely this ironic, and ultimately self
contradiction between conservation - or conservatism - on the

elimination of the procreatively erotic on the other that infor

thickest of Kvitka' s stories of Ukrainian life. Indeed, I would a

so much the tale's primacy in the evolution of Ukrainian liter

programmatic10 artistry that has determined its resonance fo
readers, but rather the complexity and symbolic (unconscious)

dynamic. And in this, the story not only fleshes out our under

qua Kvitka, but on its own terms articulates no less saliently th

say, "Old- World Landowners" or "Taras Bul'ba," that peculiar

century articulation of Ukraine as a land marked by morbid infec

In "Marusia" (dedicated, no less, to his wife) Kvitka enriches the
psychosexual symbolism of his narrative about two lovers by introducing, in the

figure of Naum Drot, an overt paternal superego that prevents any form of

(erotic) consummation and, consequently, procreation. Like Tykhon Brus of
"Dobre roby- dobre i bude" [Do Well and Everything'll Come Out Well], Drot
is a self-righteous carrier of the most conservative aspects of his patriarchal

society, for whom erotic cleanliness is next to ostentatious godliness. His
injunctions, in turn, are internalized by his daughter, effectively binding her to

her father in and through a quilt of moral and ethical values that work to
suppress the erotic. However, the irruption of the erotic in the person of Vasyl'

10 As Kvitka indicated to Pletnev in his oft-quoted letter of 15 March 1839, he
wrote the story to demonstrate that one could indeed "write something serious [and]

moving" in the "Little Russian dialect," that "one could be deeply touched by the
Little Russian language" (ΖΓ7:215).
11 Cf. George G. Grabowicz [Hryhoni HrabovychJ, Honor ι mit Ukrainy,
SucasnistlO (1994): 145.
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Drot, of course, does everything in his power to prevent the emergence of
that separate, sexualized self, sublimating the potential loss of Marusia first as
fear for her honour and then as fear for her potential straw widowhood (after all,

he could easily give Vasyl' money to hire a replacement for the draft but refuses).

In any case, he reasserts his status as superego: "Ά 3Haem th,'" the latter says
to Marusia,
"mo 6aTbKO Jiynne 6aHHTb TBoe macra, hhm th? [...] [3]aBTpa ôyjxeui CTapiiiia,
HHM cboro/mi, a Bifl τογο i yMHiiua." (ibid., 54)

"Don't you know [...] that your father understands your happiness better than you?
[...] Tomorrow you'll be older than today and, as a result, wiser."

Marusia's weakly developed ego is no match for him, her conscience: she gives

Vasyl1 up. The second, this time successful, attempt at an engagement only
underscores her decision as dictated by her superego: it is on the heels of this
engagement that Marusia has her premonition of death. Having sinned once by
indulging her sexuality, she, that is, her father/superego, cannot allow a renewed
irruption of the erotic, even if legitimated, to come between herself and the father

and thus simultaneously disrupt the moral and ethical universe that they now
both embody. It is, then, but symbolic overdetermination on Kvitka's part to
have Marusia come down with her fatal cold while picking mushrooms, which
in Slavic folklore are, of course, often associated with the phallus.12

The story could well have ended with Marusia's death, who, like Halochka,

becomes effectively superfluous as a human being once her sexuality is
suppressed. But it does not. Indeed, in Kvitka's sexual economy it cannot - for
the tale must still deal with Vasyl', the very node, as it were, of the disruptive
erotic in the narrative. In a kind of coda that otherwise adds little to the story (in

the formalist sense of the word), the reader learns that Vasyl' has entered a
monastery, that he too has succumbed to the paternal superego. Upon hearing
the news that Vasyl1 still longs in the monastery to join Marusia in the next

12 V. N. Toporov, "The Semiotics of Mythological Conceptions about

Mushrooms," trans. Stephen Rudy, Semiótica 53 (1985): 300-02.
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world as quickly as possible, Drot cannot resist reinsinuating his
authority - with a pointed reference, for good measure, to the "Our Father":
"A/iace τη B^ce oTeub BeHeAHXT," he says as if Vasyl1 were standing in front of
him,
"to cjiyacHiu cjiyacóy Eoacy... ηογο th cnoTHKaemcii? Eh, MOJiHCb, mnpo MOJiHCb!

naM'flTyfi, mo y "OTHeHaiiii" HHTaeui: jxà 6yaeTb βοπλ τβολ, Í3ÓaBH Hac οτ
jiyKaBoro!..." {ZT 3:86-87)

["But you're Father Benedict now... You conduct the Divine Liturgy... why do you
still stumble? Eh, pray, pray sincerely! Be mindful of what you read in the "Our
Father": "Thy will be done, deliver us from evil!..."]
That Drot commands this from afar, assuming, in fact, the identity of God the

Father, only underscores his tyrannical ubiquity as Vasyl" s implacable
conscience.

But Vasyl"s symbolic submission is in itself not sufficient for Kvitka's
purposes, as the former's continual longing for Marusia demonstrates and which

Drot understands only too well. For Drot, nothing short of biological extinction
can kill desire and the drive to procreate. Hence he must go to the monastery in
Kyiv in order to ascertain for himself, as it were, that Vasyl' has died; or, to put
it another way, in order to drive a stake through the heart of the vampire of erotic

desire. There is an unmistakable note of self-satisfied gloating and, indeed, of

eerily unfeeling, almost obscene, detachment (Marusia was, after all, his
daughter) in Drot's final admonition to the dead Vasyl': "Haft, rocnoziH
MHJiocepflHHH, mo6 τη mau 3HaftuioB ceofo Mapycio!..." (ibid., 87; second
italics mine) [May the merciful Lord, allow you to find your Marusia there!].
With the death of Vasyl1, and through the efforts of Drot, the patriarchal
world, briefly disrupted by the erotic transgressions of Marusia and her lover, has

been conserved - but at the same time preserved in a fatal stasis. The story
comes around full circle. What remains to embody the Ukrainian collective is,

like Gogol's Afanasii Ivanovich and Pul'kheriia Ivanovna, an aged, genderless
couple, whose childlessness comes to serve as both a template and a symbol of

that collective: Hryhorii Kvitka-Osnov'ianenko's ideal, occluded Ukraine,
condemned to extinction. The irony, that the symbolic insinuation of biological
death is not necessarily commensurate with its consequences in and as literary
history, is, of course, impossible to miss.
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